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Abstract
Manga is a world popular comic form originated in Japan,
which typically employs black-and-white stroke lines and
geometric exaggeration to describe humans’ appearances,
poses, and actions. In this paper, we propose MangaGAN,
the first method based on Generative Adversarial Network
(GAN) for unpaired photo-to-manga translation. Inspired by
the drawing process of experienced manga artists, Manga-
GAN generates geometric features and converts each facial
region into the manga domain with a tailored multi-GANs
architecture. For training MangaGAN, we collect a new data-
set from a popular manga work with extensive features. To
produce high-quality manga faces, we propose a structural s-
moothing loss to smooth stroke-lines and avoid noisy pixels,
and a similarity preserving module to improve the similarity
between domains of photo and manga. Extensive experiments
show that MangaGAN can produce high-quality manga faces
preserving both the facial similarity and manga style, and out-
performs other reference methods.

1 Introduction
Manga, originated in Japan, is a worldwide popular comic
form of drawing on serialized pages to present long stories.
Typical manga is printed in black-and-white (as shown in
Fig. 1 left), which employs abstract stroke lines and geo-
metric exaggeration to illustrate humans’ appearances, pos-
es, and actions. Drawing manga is a time-consuming pro-
cess, and even a professional manga artist requires several
hours to finish one page of high-quality work. Therefore, au-
tomatically translating a face photo to manga in an attractive
style is desirable. This task can be described as image trans-
lation that is a hot topic in the computer vision area. In re-
cent years, deep learning-based image translation has under-
gone remarkable progress and a series of systematic method-
s have been proposed. For instance, the Neural Style Trans-
fer (NST) methods (e.g.,(Gatys, Ecker, and Bethge 2016; Li
and Wand 2016a; Chen et al. 2017b)) use tailored CNNs and
objective functions to stylize images, and the methods based
on Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) (e.g., (Goodfel-
low et al. 2014; Isola et al. 2017; Zhu et al. 2017a; Liu,
Breuel, and Kautz 2017)) map paired or unpaired images
from the original domain to the stylized domain.
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Although these recent researches have achieved good per-
formances in their applications, they have difficulties to gen-
erate a high-quality manga face due to the following four
challenges. First, in the manga domain, humans’ faces are
abstract, geometrically exaggerated, and are far from those
in the photo domain. The facial correspondences between
the two domains are hard to be established by networks. Sec-
ond, for different facial features, manga artists always use
different drawing styles. These independent features (i.e.,
appearance, location, size, style) are unable to be extract-
ed and concluded by a network simultaneously. Third, the
generated manga face has to preserve the identity of a user
without compromising the abstract manga style. It is a chal-
lenge to keep both of them with high performances. There-
fore, the existing studies of image stylization (e.g., (Gatys,
Ecker, and Bethge 2016; Isola et al. 2017; Zhu et al. 2017a;
Yi et al. 2019)) are unable to generate high-quality manga
face images.

To address these challenges, we present MangaGAN, the
first GAN-based method for translating frontal face photo-
s to the manga domain with preserving the attractive style
of a popular manga work Bleach1. We observed the fol-
lowing important steps of an experienced artist in draw-
ing manga: first outlining the exaggerated face and locat-
ing the geometric distributions of facial features, and then
fine-drawing each of them. MangaGAN follows the above
process and employs a multi-GANs architecture to translate
different facial features, and maps their geometric features
by another developed GAN model. Furthermore, we present
a Similarity-Preserving (SP) module to improve the similar-
ity between domains of photo and manga, and leverage a
structural smoothing loss to avoid artifacts.

To summarize, our main contributions are three-fold:

• We propose MangaGAN, the first GAN-based method for
unpaired photo-to-manga translation. MangaGAN adopts
a novel network architecture to simulate the drawing pro-
cess of manga artists, and can produce attractive manga
faces preserving facial similarity of the input photo.

• We propose a similarity-preserving module that substan-
tially improves the performances on preserving both the
facial similarity and manga style. We also propose a struc-
tural smoothing loss to generate smooth stroke-lines and

1Written and illustrated by Tite Kubo, 2001-2016.
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Figure 1: Left: the combination of manga faces we generated and body components we collected from the target manga work
Bleach, which shows a unified style with a strong attraction. Right: the input face photos, the output manga faces, and some
samples of the target manga work. Our method can effectively transform an input facial photo into a high-quality manga face
with preserving both the facial similarity and the target manga style.

less messy pixels.
• We construct a new dataset called MangaGAN-BL (in-

cluding manga facial features, landmarks, bodies, etc.),
collected from a popular manga work named Bleach.
And each training sample is manually processed by crop-
ping, angle-correction, and repairing of disturbing ele-
ments (e.g, hair covering, shadows). The MangeGAN-BL
dataset is available for academic use.

2 Related Work
Recent literature suggests two main directions with the abil-
ity to generate manga-like results: neural style transfer, and
GAN-based cross-domain translation.

2.1 Neural Style Transfer
The goal of neural style transfer (NST) is to transfer the
style from an art image to another content target image. In-
spired by the progress of CNN, Gatys et al. (Gatys, Ecker,
and Bethge 2016) propose the pioneering NST work by uti-
lizing CNN’s power of extracting abstract features, and the
style capture ability of Gram matrices (Gatys, Ecker, and
Bethge 2015). Then, Li and Wand (Li and Wand 2016a)
use the Markov Random Field (MRF) to encode styles, and
present an MRF-based method (CNNMRF) for image styl-
ization. Afterward, various follow-up works have been pre-
sented to improve their performances on visual quality (Liao
et al. 2017; Zhang, Zhang, and Cai 2018; Gu et al. 2018; Jing
et al. 2018; Men et al. 2018), generating speed (Chen et al.
2017b; Johnson, Alahi, and Li 2016; Huang and Belongie
2017; Shen, Yan, and Zeng 2018; Li et al. 2017), and multi-
media extension (Chen et al. 2017a; Huang et al. 2017; Xu
et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2018).

Although these methods work well on translating images
into some typical artistic styles, e.g., oil painting, watercolor,
they are not good at producing black-and-white manga with

exaggerated geometry and discrete stroke lines, since they
tend to translate textures and colors features of a target style
and preserve the structure of the content image.

2.2 GAN-Based Cross-Domain Translation
Many GAN-based cross-domain translation methods work
well on image stylization, whose goal is to learn a mapping
from a source domain to a stylized domain. There are a se-
ries of works based on GAN (Goodfellow et al. 2014) p-
resented and applied for image stylization. Pix2Pix (Isola
et al. 2017) first presents a unified framework for image-
to-image translation based on conditional GANs (Mirza and
Osindero 2014). BicycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017b) extends it
to multi-modal translation. Some methods including Cycle-
GAN (Zhu et al. 2017a), DualGAN (Yi et al. 2017), Disco-
GAN (Kim et al. 2017), UNIT (Liu, Breuel, and Kautz
2017), DTN (Taigman, Polyak, and Wolf 2016) etc. are pre-
sented for unpaired one-to-one translation. MNUIT (Huang
et al. 2018b), startGAN (Choi et al. 2018) etc. are presented
for unpaired many-to-many translation.

These methods succeed in translation tasks that are main-
ly characterized by color or texture changes only (e.g., sum-
mer to winter, apples to oranges). For photo-to-manga trans-
lation, they fail to capture the correspondences between two
domains due to the abstract structure, colorless appearance,
and geometric deformation of manga drawing.

Besides the above two main directions, there are also
some works specially designed for creating artistic facial
images. They employ techniques of Non-photorealistic ren-
dering (NPR), data-driven synthesizing, computer graphic-
s, etc., and have achieved much progress in many typical
art forms, e.g., caricature and cartoon (Cao, Liao, and Yuan
2018; Zhang et al. 2016; Li et al. 2018), portrait and sketch-
ing (Yi et al. 2019; Rosin and Lai 2015; Wang, Sindagi, and
Patel 2018; Wang et al. 2017). However, none of them in-
volve the generation of manga face.
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Figure 2: Overall pipeline of MangaGAN. MangaGAN consists of two branches: one branch learns the geometric mapping by
a Geometric Transformation Network (GTN), and the other branch learns the appearance mapping by an Appearance Transfor-
mation Network (ATN). On the end, a Synthesis Module is designed to fuse them and produce the manga face.

3 Method
3.1 Overview
Let P and M indicate the face photo domain and the manga
domain respectively, where no pairing exists between them.
Given an input photo p∈P , MangaGAN learns a mapping
Ψ: P→M that can transfer p to a sample m=Ψ(p), m∈M ,
while endowing m with manga style and facial similarity.

We observe that the experienced manga artist first outline
the exaggerated face and locate the geometric distributions
of facial features, and then do the fine-drawing [Fig. 2(f)].
Accordingly, our MangaGAN consists of two branches: one
branch learns a geometric mapping Ψgeo by a Geomet-
ric Transformation Network (GTN) Ngeo to translate the
facial geometry from P to M [Fig. 2(d)], and the other
branch learns an appearance mapping Ψapp by an Appear-
ance Transformation Network (ATN) Napp [Fig. 2(b)] to
produce components of all facial features. Finally, a Synthe-
sis Module is designed to fuse facial geometry and all com-
ponents to output the manga face m∈M [Fig. 2(e)]. Then,
we will detail the ATN, the GTN, and the Synthesis Module
in Section 3.2, Section 3.3, and Section 3.4 respectively.

3.2 Appearance Transformation Network
ATN Napp is a network consisting of a set of local GANs,
Napp={Neye, Nnose, Nmouth, Nhair}, where each local
GAN is trained for translating a target facial region, from
the input p ∈ P to the output m ∈M .

Translating eyes and mouths. Eyes and mouths are the
critical components of manga faces but are the hardest part-
s to translate, since they are most noticed, error sensitive,
and vary with different facial expressions. For Neye and
Nmouth, for better mapping the unpaired data, we cou-
ple it with a reverse mapping, inspired by the network ar-
chitecture of CycleGAN (Zhu et al. 2017a). Accordingly,
the baseline architecture of N δ(δ∈{eye, mouth}) includes
the forward / backward generator GδM /GδP and the corre-
sponding discriminator Dδ

P /Dδ
M . GδM learns the mapping

Ψδ
app : pδ→ m̂δ , and GδP learns the reverse mapping Ψδ′

app :

mδ→p̂ δ , where m̂δ
i and p̂δi are the generated fake samples;

the discriminator Dδ
P /Dδ

M learn to distinguish real samples
pδ/mδ and fake samples p̂δ/ m̂δ . Our generators GδP , GδM
use the Resnet 6 blocks (He et al. 2016), and Dδ

P , Dδ
M use

the Markovian discriminator of 70 × 70 patchGANs (Isola
et al. 2017; Li and Wand 2016b; Ledig et al. 2017).

We adopt the stable least-squares losses (Mao et al. 2017)
instead of negative log-likelihood objective (Goodfellow
et al. 2014) as our adversarial losses Ladv , defined as

Lδadv(GδM , Dδ
M ) = Emδ∼Mδ [(Dδ

M (mδ)− 1)2]

+ Epδ∼P δ [Dδ
M (GδM (pδ))2]

, (1)

while Lδadv(GδP , Dδ
P ) is defined in a similar manner.

Lcyc is the cycle-consistency loss (Zhu et al. 2017a) that
is used to constrain the mapping solution between the input
and the output domain, defined as

Lδcyc(GδP , GδM ) = Epδ∼P δ [‖GδP (GδM (pδ))− pδ‖1]

+ Emδ∼Mδ [‖GδM (GδP (mδ))−mδ‖1]
. (2)

However, we find that the baseline architectures of Neye

and Nmouth with Ladv and Lcyc still fail to preserve the
similarity between two domains. Specifically, for regions of
eyes and mouths, it always produces messy results since net-
works are unable to match colored photos and discrete black
lines of mangas. Therefore, we further make the following
three improvements to optimize their performances.

First, we design a Similarity Preserving (SP) module with
an SP lossLSP to enhance the similarity. Second, we train an
encoder Eeye that can extract the main backbone of peye to
binary results, as the input of Neye, and an encoder Emouth
that encodes pmouth to binary edge-lines, used to guide the
shape of manga mouth. Third, a structural smoothing loss
LSS is designed for encouraging networks to produce man-
ga with smooth stroke-lines, defined as LSS(GδP ,G

δ
M ) =

1√
2πσ

[∑
j∈{1,2,...,N}exp

(
−(GδP (mδ)j−µ)2

2σ2

)
+
∑
k∈{1,2,...,N}

exp
(
− (GδM (pδ)k−µ)2

2σ2

)]
, where LSS based uses a Gaussian

model with µ= 255
2 , j and k are the indexes of pixels. The
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Figure 3: (a) We append two SP modules on both forward
and backward mappings. (b) SP module extracts feature
maps with different resolutions and measures the similari-
ties between two inputs in different latent spaces.

underlying idea is that producing unnecessary gray areas
will distract and mess the manga results since manga mainly
consists of black and white stroke lines. Thus we give a
pixel smaller loss when its gray value closer to black or
white, to smooth the gradient edges of black stroke lines
and produce clean results.

Similarity-Preserving Module. The main idea of SP
module is to keep the similarity between two images at a
lower resolution, so that they will have similar spatial distri-
butions and different pixel details when they are up-sampled
to a higher resolution. As shown in Fig. 3(a), we append t-
wo SP modules on both forward and backward mappings
of N δ . SP module is inspired by VGG-Net (Simonyan and
Zisserman 2014) and pre-trained network φ on MSCOCO
(Lin et al. 2014), which is we designed to extract feature
maps in different latent spaces and resolutions. The archi-
tecture of φ as shown in Fig. 3(b), it only uses few con-
volutional layers since we consider the correspondences of
encoded features are relatively clear. For the forward map-
ping Ψδ

app: m̂
δ=GδM ( pδ), we input pδ and GδM ( pδ) to SP

module, and optimize GδM by minimizing the loss functions
LSP (GδM , p

δ) defined as

LSP (GδM , p
δ) =

∑
i∈φ

λiLφ,ifeat
[
fφi (pδ), fφi (GδM (pδ))

]
+ λILIpixel

[
pδ, GδM (pδ)

]
,

(3)

where λi, λI controls the relative importance of each ob-
jective, LIpixel and Lφ,ifeat are used to keep the similarity
on pixel-wise and different feature-wise respectively. LIpixel
and Lφ,ifeat defined as

Lφ,ifeat[f
φ
i (pδ), fφi (G

δ
M (pδ))]=

∥∥fφi (pδ)−fφi (G
δ
M (pδ))

∥∥2
2

LIpixel[ pδ, GδM (pδ)]=
∥∥pδ−GδM (pδ)

∥∥2
2

, (4)

where fφi (x) is a feature map extracted from i-th layer of
network φ when x as the input. Note that we only extract
feature maps after pooling layers.

Figure 4: (a) Pipeline of GTN. (b) Architectures of Nloc,
Nsiz , and Nsha. (c) Definitions of relative locations in
ξloc(lp), ξloc(lm). (d) In synthesis module, we generate man-
ga by fusing facial components and their geometric features.

Combining Eq.(1)-(4), the full objective for learning the
appearance mappings of N δ(δ∈{eye, mouth}) is:

Lδapp=Lδadv(GδM ,Dδ
M ) + Lδadv(GδP ,Dδ

P )

+ α1Lδcyc(GδP , GδM ) + α2LδSP (GδM , p
δ)

+ α3LδSP (GδP ,m
δ) + α4LSS(GδM , G

δ
P )

, (5)

where α1 to α4 used to balance the multiple objectives.

Translating nose and hair. Noses are insignificant to
manga faces since almost all characters have a similar nose
in the target manga style. Therefore, Nnose adopts a gen-
erating method instead of a translating one, which follows
the architecture of progressive growing GANs (Karras et al.
2017) that can produce a large number of high-quality re-
sults similar to training data. We first train a variational au-
toencoder (Kingma and Welling 2013) to encode the nose
region of the input photo into a feature vector, then make the
vector as a seed to generate a default manga nose, and we
also allow users to change it according to their preferences.
Nhair employs a pre-trained generator of APDdrawing-

GAN (Yi et al. 2019) that can produce binary portrait hair
with the style similar to manga. In addition, the coordinates
of generated portraits can accurately correspond to the input
photos. We first extract the rough hair region by a hair seg-
mentation method (Muhammad et al. 2018) with a fine-tune
of expanding the segmented area, and then remove the extra
background area by a portrait segmentation method (Shen
et al. 2016).

3.3 Geometric Transformation Network
The goal of GTN is to translate the geometric features of
faces from the photo domain to the manga domain, where
we represent these features with facial landmarks. Let LP
and LM express the domain of landmarks corresponding to
photo and manga. GTN learns a geometric mapping Ψgeo :
lp∈LP → lm∈LM , where lm must be similar to lp and fol-
low manga’s geometric style. For training data, each land-
mark lp can be extracted by an existing face landmark de-
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tector (King 2009), and 106 facial landmarks of manga data
lm are manually marked by us.

When translating facial landmarks, an issue is that the col-
location mode of facial features constrains the variety of re-
sults. For example, people with the same face shape may
have different sizes or locations of eyes, nose, or mouth.
However, GAN may generate them in a fixed or similar col-
location mode when it is trained by the landmarks of glob-
al faces. Accordingly, as shown in Fig. 4(a), we divide the
geometric features into three attributions (face shape, facial
features’ locations and sizes) and employ three sub-GANs
Nsha, Nloc, Nsiz to translate them respectively.

Input of sub-GANs. For Nloc, we employ relative loca-
tions instead of absolute coordinates, since directly gener-
ating coordinates may incur few facial features beyond the
face profile. As shown in Fig. 4(c), for lp, relative locations
are represented as a vector ξloc(lp). ξloc(lp) = {lelp , lerp , lnp ,
lmp } and ξloc(lm) is represented similarly, where lelp , lerp , lnp ,
lmp represent regions of left eye, right eye, nose, and mouth
respectively. Take lnp as an example, its relative location is
represented as three scalars ln clp(d), l

n cr
p(d) , ln cbp(d), corresponding

to distances of nose’s center to cheek’s left edge, right edge,
and bottom edge respectively, and lelp , lerp , lmp are defined
similarly. Nsiz only learns the mapping of facial features’
widths, since the length-width ratio of the generated man-
ga facial regions are fixed. Then, the size features of lp is
represent as ξsiz(lp) = {lelp(w), l

er
p(w), l

n
p(w), l

m
p(w)}, where

lelp(w), l
er
p(w), l

n
p(w), l

m
p(w) represent the width of left eye, right

eye, nose, and mouth respectively. Nsha learns to translate
the face shape, where the face shape is represented as the
landmark of cheek region containing 17 points.

Network architecture. As shown in Fig. 4(b),Nloc,Nsiz ,
and Nshp roughly follow the structure of CycleGAN (Zhu
et al. 2017a) with adversarial loss Ladv as eq(1) and cycle
loss Lcyc as eq(2). Moreover, we replace all convolutional
layer in generators with the fully connected layers, and add
the characteristic loss Lcha (Cao, Liao, and Yuan 2018) that
leverages the differences between a face and the mean face
to measure the distinctive features after exaggeration. Let
LLMcha(GLM ) indicates the characteristic loss on the forward
mapping, defined as

LLMcha(GLM ) = Eξ∗(lp)∼ξ∗(LP )

{
1− cos[ξ∗(lp)

− ξ∗(LP ), GLM (ξ∗(lp))− ξ∗(LM )]
} , (6)

where ξ∗(LP ) or ξ∗(LM ) denotes the averages of vector
ξ∗(LP ) or ξ∗(LM ) whose format defined by network N∗,
∗∈{loc, siz, shp}, while the reverse loss LLPcha is defined
similarly. We let L

loc
denotes the loss of Nloc, and losses

of Nsiz and Nsha are represented in a similar manner. The
objective function Lgeo to optimize GTN is Lgeo=L

loc

LP
adv +

L
loc

LM
adv+β1L

loc
cyc+β2(L

loc

LP
cha+L

loc

LM
cha) +L

siz

LP
adv+L

siz

LM
adv+β3L

siz
cyc+

β4(L
siz

LP
cha+L

siz

LM
cha)+L

sha

LP
adv+L

sha

LM
adv+β5L

sha
cyc+β6( L

sha

LP
cha+L

shp

LM
cha),

where β1 to β6 used to balance the multiple objectives.
Finally, as shown in Fig. 4(b), according to the pre-defined

W/OInput Result of Encoder Ours W/O SS loss SP module W/O Encoder

Encoder

Figure 5: Ablation experiments on our improvements.

proportion of cheek and forehead, we produce the geometric
features of the whole manga face.

3.4 Synthesis Module
The goal of this module is to synthesis an attractive manga
face by combining facial components and their geometric
features. As mentioned above, facial components are gener-
ated by ATN in Section 3.2, and the geometric features are
generated by GTN in Section 3.3.

The pipeline of fusing components is shown in Fig. 4(d).
First, we resize and locate facial components following
the geometric features. Second, the face shape is drawn
by the fitting curve of generated landmarks, based on the
method of Piecewise Cubic Hermite Interpolating Polyno-
mial (PCHIP) (Fritsch and Carlson 1980), where PCHIP can
obtain a smooth curve and effectively preserving the face
shape. Then, for ear regions, we provide 10 components of
manga ears instead of generating them, since they are stereo-
typed and unimportant for facial expression. Moreover, we
collect 8 manga bodies in our dataset, 5 for male, and 3 for
female, that mainly used for decorating faces. In the end,
we output a default manga result, and provide a toolkit that
allows users to fast fine-tune the size and location of each
manga component, and to switch components that insignif-
icant for facial expression (i.e., noses, ears, and bodies) fol-
lowing their preferences.

4 Experiment
In the following experiments, we first introduce our dataset
and training details in Section 4.1 and then evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of our improvements in Section 4.2. Finally, in
Section 4.3, we compare our MangaGAN with other state-
of-the-art works. We implemented MangaGAN in PyTorch
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Figure 6: Comparison results with NST methods, containing Gatys et al., Fast NST, SCNST, Deep Image Analogy, CNNMRF,
and Headshot Portrait.
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Figure 7: Comparison results with cross-domain translation methods. (a) Input photo. (b) ROI of (a). (c)-(h) Results of Cycle-
GAN, UNIT, Im2Pencil, APDrawingGAN, and our method, respectively. (i) Samples of target manga work.

(Paszke et al. 2017) and all experiments are performed on a
computer with an NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU.

4.1 Training
Dataset. The datasets we used in experiments are divided in-
to three parts, i.e., the manga dataset Dm, the photo dataset
Dp, and the portrait dataset Db. Dm, named MangaGAN-
BL, is a new dataset we collected from a popular manga
work Bleach. It contains manga facial features of 448 eye-
s, 109 noses, 179 mouths, and 106 frontal view of manga
faces whose landmarks have been marked manually. Each
sample of Dm is normalized to 256×256 and is optimized
by cropping, angle-correction, and repairing of disturbing
elements (e.g, hair covering, glasses, shadows); Dp contain-
s 1197 front view of face photos collected from CFD (Ma,
Correll, and Wittenbrink 2015), andDb contains 1197 black-
and-white portraits generated by APDrawingGAN (Yi et al.
2019) when Dp as input.

Training details. For training MangaGAN, each train-
ing data is converted to grayscale with 1 channel, and each
landmark of manga face is pre-processed by symmetric
processing. For all experiments, we set α1=10, α{2,3}=5,
α4=1 in Eq.(5); β{1,3,5}=10, β{2,4,6}=1, and parameter-

s of LSP in Eq.(3) are fixed at λI=1, λpool5=1, λi=0,
i∈{pool1, pool2, pool3, pool4}with the output resolution of
256×256. Moreover, we employ the Adam solver (Kingma
and Ba 2014) with a batch size of 5. All networks use the
learning rate of 0.0002 for the first 100 epochs, where the
rate is linearly decayed to 0 over the next 100 epochs.

4.2 Ablation Experiment
In Section 3.2, Eeye is a conditional GAN model basical-
ly following (Isola et al. 2017), and is pretrained by paired
eye regions of photos from dataset Dp and their binary re-
sult from dataset Db; Emouth includes a landmark detec-
tor (King 2009) and a pre-processed program that smooth-
ly connects landmarks of mouth to the black edge-lines to
guide the shape of a manga mouth. With the help of Eeye
and Emouth, our method can effectively preserve the shape
of eyebrows (red arrows), eyes, and mouths, and further ab-
stract them into manga style. Without Eeye or Emouth, the
network cannot capture the correspondences or generated
messy results, as shown in the 6th columns in Fig. 5. SP
module is essential to keep the similarities between photos
and mangas. As shown in the 5th columns of Fig. 5, with-
out the SP module, neither the manga style nor the similarity
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Figure 8: Comparison results with NST methods (upper) and
domains translation methods (middle), and results of the on-
line user study on a professional manga forum (bottom).

between input and output can be well preserved. Structural
Smoothing (SS) loss is also a key to produce mangas with
clean appearances and smooth stroke-lines. As shown in the
4th columns in Fig. 5, when training with SS loss, the struc-
ture of black stroke lines are effectively smoothed and the
gray messy pixels are reduced as well.

4.3 Comparison with State-of-the-Art Methods
We compare MangaGAN with nine state-of-the-art methods
that have potentials to produce manga-like results.

NST method. The first class is NST methods, containing
Gatys (Gatys, Ecker, and Bethge 2016), Fast NST (Johnson,
Alahi, and Li 2016), SCNST (Jing et al. 2018), Deep Image
Analogy (Liao et al. 2017), CNNMRF (Li and Wand 2016a),
and Headshot Portrait (Shih et al. 2014). For fair compari-
son, as shown in Fig. 6, we employ three different manga
faces (one of which is our result) as the style targets to styl-
ize each input photo respectively.

Domains translation method. The second class is cross-
domain translation methods, containing CycleGAN (Zhu
et al. 2017a), UNIT (Liu, Breuel, and Kautz 2017), and
Im2pencil (Li et al. 2019). For fair comparison, we train Cy-
cleGAN and UNIT to translate the whole face region, and
translate each facial feature, respectively. For the whole face
region translation [Fig. 7(b)-(d)], we only train the ROI to
make these methods easier to find the correspondences be-
tween photo and manga, where the photo domain trained by
1197 frontal facial photos’ ROIs in Db, and the manga do-
main trained by 83 frontal manga faces’ ROIs in Dm. For
each facial feature translation [Fig. 7(e)(f)], we append Cy-

Performance
Method NST CDT Ours

Preserve user identity X X X
Preserve

manga
style

clean stroke-line % % X
abstract facial feat. % % X

exaggeration % % X

Table 1: Comparison of preserving user ID and manga style.

cleGAN and UNIT on ATN structure, and train each facial
region by the same data as we use.

Discussion. In Table 1, we summarize the observed com-
parison results. Specifically, the referenced methods work
better in preserving user IDs, since they more focus on trans-
lating textures and colors and preserving input photos’ struc-
tures. In fact, the excessive similarity between photos and
mangas will compromise the manga style, where the rea-
son is that the manga characters are fictitious, abstracted,
and much unlike real people, e.g., manga faces are often de-
signed to own optimum proportions, and facial features are
abstracted to several black lines [Fig. 7(i)]. Therefore, our
method outperforms the referenced methods on preserving
manga style, i.e., producing manga face with clean stroke-
line, abstract facial features, and geometric exaggeration.

4.4 User Study
Bellow, we conduct two main user studies to subjectively
evaluate the performances of our method.

Comparison of visual effects. We randomly select 10
face photos from Dp to produce manga faces, and invite 20
volunteers to finish two tasks: the first task is to score 1-5
for each method’s result (higher score means more attrac-
tive), and another task is to vote for the most attractive re-
sults. The study results in Fig. 8 show that our method gets
the highest score and the most vote number.

Preserve user ID and manga style. We design an online
questionnaire and open it to a professional manga forum,
and then ask the experienced manga readers to evaluate the
preservation of facial similarity and manga style. In a two-
week period, 157 participants attended this study, and the
results in Fig. 8 show that 86.62 % and 78.98 % partici-
pants believe our method preserves the facial similarity and
the target manga style respectively, which means our method
achieves good performances on both two aspects.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the first GAN-based method for
unpaired photo-to-manga translation, called MangaGAN. It
is inspired by the prior-knowledge of drawing manga, and
can translate a frontal face photo into manga domain with
preserving manga style. Extensive experiments show that
MangaGAN can produce high-quality manga faces and out-
performs other state-of-the-art methods.
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